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Abstract: Multispectral imaging using unmanned aerial systems (UAS) enables rapid and accurate
detection of pest insect infestations, which are an increasing threat to midlatitude natural forests.
Pest detection at the level of an individual tree is of particular importance in mixed forests, where it
enables a sensible forest management approach. In this study, we propose a method for individual
tree crown delineation (ITCD) followed by feature extraction to detect a bark beetle disturbance in
a mixed urban forest using a photogrammetric point cloud (PPC) and a multispectral orthomosaic.
An excess green index (ExG) threshold mask was applied before the ITCD to separate targeted
coniferous trees from deciduous trees and backgrounds. The individual crowns of conifer trees were
automatically delineated as (i) a full tree crown using marker-controlled watershed segmentation
(MCWS), Dalponte2016 (DAL), and Li 2012 (LI) region growing algorithms or (ii) a buffer (BUFFER)
around a treetop from the masked PPC. We statistically compared selected spectral and elevation
features extracted from automatically delineated crowns (ADCs) of each method to reference
tree crowns (RTC) to distinguish between the forest disturbance classes and two tree species.
Moreover, the effect of PPC density on the ITCD accuracy and feature extraction was investigated.
The ExG threshold mask application resulted in the excellent separability of targeted conifer trees and
the increasing shape similarity of ADCs compared to RTC. The results revealed a strong effect of PPC
density on treetop detection and ITCD. If the PPC density is sufficient (>10 points/m2), the ADCs
produced by DAL, MCWS, and LI methods are comparable, and the extracted feature statistics of
ADCs insignificantly differ from RTC. The BUFFER method is less suitable for detecting a bark beetle
disturbance in the mixed forest because of the simplicity of crown delineation. It caused significant
differences in extracted feature statistics compared to RTC. Therefore, the point density was found
to be more significant than the algorithm used. We conclude that automatic ITCD methods may
constitute a substitute for the time-consuming manual tree crown delineation in tree-based bark beetle
disturbance detection and sanitation of individual infested trees using the suggested methodology
and high-density (>20 points/m2, 10 points/m2 minimum) PPC.

Keywords: bark beetle; forest disturbance detection; unmanned aircraft systems (UAS);
photogrammetric point cloud (PPC); individual tree crown delineation (ITCD)

1. Introduction

Insect disturbances are natural processes in forest ecosystems to maintain healthy and
heterogeneous forests [1]. However, forest ecosystems can experience increased magnitude and
frequency insect disturbances due to interaction from increasing temperatures and drought [2,3].
One of the most significant threats to the temperate forests of Central Europe are climate-change driven
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bark beetle Ips typographus L. (hereafter bark beetle) outbreaks [4]. Prolonged periods of warmth,
longer vegetation seasons, and drought combined with an increased frequency of windstorms allow for
the establishment of additional generations of the Ips typographus and a population overgrowth [4,5].
Moreover, urban forests may be affected more seriously because an urban environment produces
additional stressors [6]. The stressors include changes in forest soil properties, tree species diversity,
higher temperatures, and carbon dioxide content [7,8]. The stressed trees are then optimal material
for a bark beetle feeding. Therefore, pest insect infestation is a serious threat to urban forests that
can affect forest health and economic losses [9]. On the other hand, urban forests are under active
forest management, which allows rapid individual tree sanitation. Therefore, it is necessary to use
an appropriate method for the detection of individual infested trees.

A terrestrial survey of symptoms on the trunk and foliage discoloration or defoliation is
traditionally used for bark beetle disturbance detection and assessment on a single tree level [10,11].
The infested tree goes through three-needle discoloration [5,12,13]. These stages are commonly known
as green, red, and grey attacks. In the green attack stage, the infested trees have not shown distinct
symptoms visible to the human eye, and therefore, infestation is not easy to detect at this stage at
leaf and canopy levels [5,14]. However, the green attack can be better seen by remote sensing in
the shortwave and thermal infrared spectra because of the changes in water content [15]. A field
survey is also relatively time-consuming and costly, making this approach suitable only for a plot scale.
Therefore, forest management has widely used conventional multi- or hyperspectral remote sensing to
detect bark beetle infestation’s spectral symptoms.

Medium resolution satellites, especially Landsat data employing subpixel analysis, are more
frequently used in the of study bark beetle disturbances compared to coarser resolution sensors,
i.e., MODIS or AVHRR, indicating that spatial resolution is crucial feature for mapping such
infestations [16]. However, the spatial resolution (>10 m) of these satellites is not suitable for
the detection of bark beetle infestation at the individual tree level because the pixel size is more
extensive than the mapping unit (a single tree crown). This decametric spectral resolution is more
appropriate for mapping larger infestations at an epidemic population scale using an area-based
(pixel-based) approach only, because of the pixel size [17]. High-resolution imagery (spaceborne or
airborne) with a metric resolution (1–9 m) is very suitable for mapping spatially dispersed infestations
of small groups of trees [17]. However, the area-based approach is still applied in recent studies using
metric imagery to detect the bark beetle damage [11,18,19]. Nevertheless, for targeted individual tree
sanitation of infested trees, it is essential to use imagery with a submeter (<1 m) spatial resolution and
a tree-based approach based on automatic individual tree crown delineation (ITCD) from a submetric
imagery to substitute the traditional terrestrial survey [6,17,20,21]. These prerequisites have been met
only by airborne remote sensing.

Three main methods (Valley following, Region growing, and Watershed segmentation) have
been developed for an automatic ITCD from aerial imagery [22]. These methods worked only
with image brightness values. The algorithms searched for regions surrounded by local minima
(shaded gaps between tree crowns), spectral similarity to the seed pixels, or local minima within
inverted grayscale imagery [23–25]. However, automatic ITCD is difficult to perform with no vertical
canopy structure [16,22].

Modern remote sensing technologies are now available for providing information about
vertical canopy structure, enabling the tree-based approach. Airborne laser scanning (ALS) or
stereophotogrammetry is now a standard operational tool for forest inventory and producing 3D canopy
models [26,27]. The most used strategy for ITCD from airborne laser scanning is currently searching
for local maxima (LM) for treetops detection followed by more common watershed segmentation or
a more advanced region growing algorithm for crown delineation [28]. These methods are applicable
either to photogrammetrically derived point clouds (PPCs) or from light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) [22]. Despite this, the area-based approach is still more frequently used for bark beetle
disturbance detection [6,29]. Only two recent studies that are focused on the pest insect disturbance
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detection, Nasi et al. [6] and Windrim et al. [30], have applied an essential individual treetop detection
using image brightness or a canopy height model (CHM) from RGB data.

A disadvantage of airborne sensing is the high operational costs, weather conditions, and extensive
mission planning. This is problematic for bark beetle disturbance management and, in general,
for all pest insect infestations in the small-scale urban forest because these applications require
an elevated level of spatial detail, frequent, intra-annual monitoring, and rapid processing.
Nevertheless, recent developments in remote sensing and robotics have enabled the production
of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) featuring miniature multi- or hyperspectral sensors. In addition to
ultra-high spatial resolution, the main advantages of employing UAS for insect disturbance detection
are low operational costs (≤2000 Euro), the ability to undertake repeated image acquisition, when pest
insects start to attack the trees, or when the damage is most likely visible and high operability
under varying weather conditions, e.g., drizzling and moderate wind. Moreover, thanks to modern
photogrammetric techniques based on Structure from Motion (SfM), it is possible to produce more
cost-effective 3D photogrammetric canopy PPC and orthomosaics from UAS data as an alternative to
airborne LiDAR to perform ITCD [31,32]. This enables processing precision, which cannot be achieved
using LiDAR. Widespread practice involves applying an automatic ITCD from CHM derived from
RGB or UAS LiDAR data [33]. Local maxima are used for raster-based treetop detection, while for tree
crown delineation, watershed segmentation is commonly used [34].

The current state of the art in the UAS literature is to apply a tree-based approach for deriving
individual tree parameters, such as tree height [35,36] or crown diameter [37], using an automatic ITCD
from CHM. Studies focused on bark beetle driven disturbance detection have used the pixel-based
approach [38]. Only two studies, Näsi et al. [39] and Klouček et al. [40], have been applied to a basic
ITCD based on an automatic treetop identification combined with a buffer zone around the treetops
for a bark beetle damage classification in the mature even-aged spruce forest. Both studies used
the CHM derived photometrically. All of these studies implemented only spectral based features
(original spectral bands and vegetation indices) to classification, which is sufficient to detect infested
trees within a monoculture. Nonetheless, this is problematic in a highly diverse mixed forest when
spectral response of different species is similar. For example, Sothe et al. [41] implemented UAS
PPC-derived elevation tree metrics to tree species classification of tropical forests resulting in an overall
accuracy increase of 15% compared to classification-based only on spectral features.

Despite this, studies combining spectral and elevation features for bark beetle damage detection
are rare [42]. Little research has examined the segmentation of tree crowns directly from a PPC,
especially in terms of multispectral analysis, because the accuracy of the LM method is linked
intricately to point density, and multispectral cameras have been characterized by lower resolution [43].
Moreover, minimal investigations have performed ITCD within an uneven-aged, mixed forest [44].
Canopies of a distinct size may cause problems to set the correct spatial resolution when using CHM for
ITCD, because smaller crowns may disappear in a coarser raster [22]. Therefore, it would be beneficial
to use an original dense PPC to perform ITCD in a mixed forest.

This study focuses on the detection of individual spruce trees infested with bark beetles.
We investigated whether it is possible to substitute laborious and commonly used manual ITCD
with automatic ITCD without increasing extracted feature uncertainty of disturbance classes due
to inaccurate ITCD. This aspect has not been thoroughly investigated in the scientific literature.
The objectives of this study are (1) to examine and compare current methods for an individual tree
crown spectral and elevation feature extractions from UAS multispectral data to clearly distinguish
between the forest disturbance classes, (2) to statistically compare extracted features among reference
crowns and automatically delineated tree crowns and (3) to discuss the uncertainties of the automatic
crown delineations based on a used method and the extracted feature statistics for the bark beetle
disturbance at individual tree level.

The methodology of this study was designed to address the abovementioned limitations. We use
a multispectral PPC with a high point density to ensure accurate treetop identifications and ITCD
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in an uneven-aged mixed forest. The CHMs were derived from the high point density PPCs
to guarantee a sufficient spatial resolution for ITCD. Moreover, we hypothesized that individual
tree-based extraction of spectral and elevation features from a multispectral PPC and orthomosaic
would improve the detection of individual bark beetle infested trees in a heterogeneous urban mixed
forest. Hence, the suggested methodology for detecting bark beetle infestation in the urban forest aims
to introduce a more efficient approach to forest health monitoring and damage reduction.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Klánovice Forest represents the largest suburban forest complex in the Prague metropolitan area
(Figure 1). Until the mid -19th century, the area was a vast, deep, and unmanaged forest without
a regular settlement. Human activities started after 1845, following the construction of a railway and
new residential complex of Klánovice. Since 1982, the almost whole forest complex has been protected
as a natural reserve with several valuable parts, featuring a higher protection status under Natura 2000.
Currently, the Klánovice forest has an extent of 1030 ha and features a mixed structure of broadleaved
and coniferous tree species, dominated by 33% oak, 31% pine, 11% birch, and 6% Norway spruce [45].
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Figure 1. Study area. (a) Location of Klánovice forest (yellow rectangle) and study area (orange rectangle)
in Prague metropolitan area, (b) Study area on a multispectral image. The coordinate reference system
is WGS 84/UTM zone 33N.
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Since 2015, the forest complex has experienced repeated disturbance by insect infestation and
windstorms. The forest health status was deteriorated by a five-year-long period of droughts and
summer heatwaves, leading to rapid bark beetle infestation and forest disturbance. In October 2017,
the region was hit by the windstorm Herwart and in February 2000, the windstorm Sabine [46].

Compared to the midlatitude montane regions, which experiencing severe bark beetle disturbance,
the Klánovice forest’s infestation was more intense. For example, in Šumava Mts., severely hit by the
insect disturbance, two generations of bark beetles are typically recorded per year [47]. The forests
in the Prague metropolitan region with a warmer climate resulting from the lowland position and
vicinity of urban heat island, experience four insect generations in a year [48].

However, the rapid progress of disturbance led to a limited hybrid structure of tree species
with only limited homogeneous areas. The second aspect that prevented extensive forest damage
was selective forest management, aimed at rapid detection and cutting the individual infested trees.
However, since 2017, the forest disturbance resulted in several glades being subsequently replanted.
Hence, the ability to identify the disturbance and detect early stages of disturbance, allowing for
a selective response, is vital for managing mixed forests with limitations set by the protected area’s status.

2.2. UAS Data Acquisition

The UAS imaging campaign was performed on 24 February 2020, using DJI Matrice 210 RTK
featuring a multispectral camera MicaSense RedEdge-M. A flight altitude was 100 m above ground
level resulting in a ground sample distance (GSD) of 6.8 cm. The flight covered 5.5 ha of the urban
forest. The high values of frontlap (90%) and sidelap (80%) were set to secure the adequate number of
initial points needed for dense PPC extraction in forest scenes during photogrammetric processing.
The point cloud density, driven by the parameters of flight height, focal length, and spatial resolution
and the frontlap and sidelap values in our study were calculated in Agisoft Metashape. The weather
conditions were mostly sunny, and the flight was conducted around noon (solar angle = 30.37◦;
sun azimuth = 179.82◦) to minimize shadows. Twenty white ground control points were sprayed
on the ground to get accurate image orientations. The WGS 84/UTM zone 33N coordinates of GCPs
were measured by geodetic global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receiver Topcon. A real-time
kinematic (RTK) GNSS method was used with the position accuracy of 1–2 cm employing a virtual
reference station. We used this method to calculate precise image orientations and for orthorectification,
because we needed precise positioning of individual trees on the orthomosaic to join the disturbance
class from the ground truth points. If the position of the trees is not precise in the dense forest, the true
disturbance class would be altered among neighboring trees. The flight was conducted deliberately
just before vegetation season to distinguish spruce trees and conifers from broadleaves and use ground
truth data for targeted tree sanitation of the most damaged trees before pioneer bark beetles started to
swarm [49].

Five discrete identical cameras equip the MicaSense RedEdge-M camera with a fixed focal length
of 5.4 mm, global shutter sensors with a resolution of 1280 × 980 pixels, and different bandpass filters.
The set of bandpass filters is shown in Table 1. The camera is bundled with a downwelling light
sensor (DLS), which records the current ambient light in the same wavelengths as the camera and
stores it in the image metadata. This metainformation automatically corrects the raw imagery for light
changes during the photogrammetric processing flight. Additionally, we took photos of the MicaSense
calibration panel under the open sky to perform a calibration to reflectance factors. The calibration
was performed using the recommended procedure in the Agisoft Metashape [50].
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Table 1. Spectral resolution of the MicaSense RedEdge-M camera used in the study.

Band Number Band Name Center Wavelength (nm) Bandwidth FWHM * (nm)

1 Blue 475 20
2 Green 560 20
3 Red 668 10
4 Red edge 717 10
5 Near infrared (NIR) 840 40

* FWHM: full width at half maximum.

2.3. Ground Truth Data

A field inventory was conducted at five randomly selected stands at the beginning of March 2020,
where the spruce trees were newly attacked in the summer or autumn of 2019. The stands’ coordinates
were measured by GNSS receiver Topcon using an RTK method. Coordinates of visible individual
trees were measured around the stands by total station due to multipath the of GNSS signal under the
canopy. Regarding the study’s focus, the field inventory was primarily focused on mature spruces
mapping and the health assessment. Nevertheless, pines were also mapped to compare their spectral
and elevation features with spruce disturbance classes to suggest the best features for distinguishing
these two species. A total of 122 mature spruce trees (Picea abies) and 23 pines (Pinus sylvestris) were
mapped. All reference tree crowns (RTC) were manually digitized into a polygon shapefile using
QGIS 3.10.2. The reference polygons served for the evaluation of automatic ITCD and treetops detection.
The descriptive statistics of the reference tree crowns are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of reference tree crowns.

Statistics Crown Area (sq. m)

Mean 15.79
St. dev. 7.80

Minimum 1.90 *
Maximum 50.15

Q1 9.95
Median 13.84

Q3 19.90
IQR 9.95

* The second smallest crown area was 4.61 m2.

The health status of spruce trees was assessed relative to each other based on crown discoloration
and defoliation. These symptoms are typically used for indicating the infestation status of Ips
typographus [6]. Moreover, resin ducts were observed as a symptom of a fresh attack of pioneer
beetles [51]. Spruce trees were classified into three classes (Table 3). The spruce tree classes and the
type of pine trees are referred to as disturbance classes hereafter.

2.4. Photogrammetric Processing

Photogrammetric processing was performed using Agisoft Metashape Professional 1.6.2.,
which implements recent photogrammetric techniques of structure from motion and semiglobal
matching [52]. Moreover, Metashape sensor database contains the Red-Edge M camera model,
including distortion parameters and vignetting [53]. Metashape also automatically extracts the
information about DLS from image metadata so no additional corrections are necessary.

The multispectral images were aligned using high accuracy settings and generic preselection.
Band 5 was set as a master channel for processing. After initial image alignment, the GCP were
displayed in images, and image orientations were calculated and transformed into WGS 84/UTM zone
33N using GCPs. The original MicaSense reflectance panel and an empirical line method implemented
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in the software were used for radiometric calibration. The dense point cloud was generated using
ultra-high settings and aggressive depth filtering. Ground points were automatically classified in
Metashape. Based on the PPC, the digital surface model (DSM) was computed and used to derive
the multispectral orthomosaic (10 cm/pixel). The resulting ultra-high-quality PPC and multispectral
orthomosaic were further used for analysis. All vegetation indices (VIs) maps used in this study
(Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.4) were calculated using a raster calculator in Metashape to keep the consistency
with the orthomosaic.

Table 3. The classification of mature spruce trees based on the field investigation. N/A indicates that
resin ducts were not used to classify the tree into sbbd class.

Code Tree Status Canopy Resin Ducts N. of Trees False Color Image *

sh Live and not
infested needles green absent 12
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2.5. Individual Tree Crown Delineation Workflow

We have proposed and tested an innovative workflow for the detection of individual tree crowns,
enabling further classification of the forest health status. The workflow is wrapped around current
ITCD methods that were primarily designed to ALS point cloud to the UAS-based photogrammetric
PPC [54]. It is based on masking target tree species in the ITCD process, which was necessary for
automizing the process.

The suggested workflow included several steps. Firstly, we prepared green vegetation masks
(Section 2.5.1) to separate the conifers from the ground, shadows, and broadleaves (i.e., the background).
Then, we tested three current automatic ITCD methods and simple buffer zones around the detected
treetops (Section 2.5.2). We investigated the effect of PPC density, and the ITCD method performing
a standard accuracy assessment of segmentation comparing automatically delineated tree crowns
to manually digitized reference tree crowns (Section 2.5.3). The selected tree crown segmentation
datasets of each method were used for feature extraction (Section 2.5.4). The testing methodology
suggested in this subsection was designed to investigate the separability of disturbance classes within
the reference dataset and test the treatments (automatically delineated tree crowns) versus control
(reference tree crowns) equality of selected features’ distributions. The testing results were then used
to make conclusions about the usability of automatic ITCD for the detection of bark beetle disturbance
using the individual-tree-based approach. The flowchart of the data processing workflow is presented
in Figure 2.
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2.5.1. Vegetation Masks

To separate the conifers from the ground, shadows, and broadleaves (i.e., =the background),
we applied the excess green index (ExG) index threshold mask [55]. The ExG index map was computed
from the multispectral orthomosaic (Equation (1)). The original ExG map was resampled to raster with
a 30 cm spatial resolution to eliminate isolated pixels.

ExG = 2[G/(R + G + B)] − [R/(R + G + B)] − [B/(R + G + B)], (1)

where R is the red band, G is the green band, and B is the blue band of the camera
The threshold for conifer trees was set according to histogram analysis of the resampled ExG map.

An automatic unsupervised k-means classification of the ExG map into two classes (conifers and the
background) was performed to detect a threshold value [56]. The final ExG threshold (ExG = 0.20)
value was selected after a visual interpretation of the classified image. All pixels under the threshold
value (ExG < 0.20) were set to NA within the mask. The final ExG mask was smoothed by a 3X3 modal
filter (including NAs) to eliminate isolated pixels. The ExG mask was applied to the PPC before ITCD.
In addition to the ExG mask, we applied a near infrared (NIR) shadow mask to remove shadowed
gaps between treetops for the treetop’s detection routine.

The NIR shadow mask has been traditionally used to reduce false positive treetops formed by
small local maxima of lower shadowed branches of large crowns) [22]. In this step, we used the NIR
band (Band 5) of the original orthomosaic. The processing workflow was like ExG mask creation.
The NIR map was resampled to a spatial resolution of 30 cm. An automatic unsupervised k-means
classification of NIR map into five classes was performed to detect a shadows’ potential threshold value.
The final NIR threshold (DN = 2670) value was selected after a visual interpretation of the classified
image. Shadows formed a separate class. All pixels above the threshold value (DN > 2670) were set to
NA within the mask. These two masks were combined for treetops detection (hereafter referred to as
a combi mask). The combi mask was finally smoothed by a 3X3 modal filter (including NAs) to eliminate
isolated pixels. The resulting mask was formed only by pixels of illuminated coniferous crowns.

2.5.2. Automatic Tree Crown Delineation

We tested three automatic ITCD methods to the UAS-based photogrammetric PPC (Table 4).
We selected the Dalponte2016 region growing algorithm [57], marker-controlled watershed
segmentation [58], and Li2012 [59] methods for comparison because they have been highly rated in
previous comparative studies of Xiao et al. [60] and Hastings et al. [61]. These methods can be divided
into two groups. Dalponte2016 (DAL) and marker-controlled watershed segmentation (MCWS) are
CHM-based algorithms that rely on antecedent seed map of treetops. Li2012 (LI) is a 3D region growing
algorithm applied directly to a PPC using a built-in function for treetops detection. These methods are
available in the R package lidR [54] within lastrees function for the direct ITCD from the PPC. In the
case of DAL and MCWS, this function automatically segments the PPC according to CHM-based
segmentation results.

Table 4. Four automatic ITCD methods investigated in this study.

Crow Delineation Method Application to Priority Seed Points Reference

Dalponte2016 (DAL) CHM Y [57]
Marker-control. watershed

(MCWS) CHM Y [58]

Li 2012 (LI) Point cloud N [59]

CHM: Canopy height model.
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Treetop seed points used in DAL and MCWS were created using a local maximum filter (lmf )
algorithm with variable circular window size [62]. The algorithm is implemented in the lidR package.
The variable window size is calculated as a user-defined function of the local height extracted from
the PPC. The function takes a height of a given point or pixel and returns the desired window size
centered on that point or pixel. The lmf algorithm is highly dependent on crown size [63]. For this
reason, we designed two functions (hereafter referred as f1 and f2) to return the moving window
diameter equal to the minimum (f1 � 2.75 m) or median diameter (f2 � 4.01 m) of the reference crowns
using the median reference tree height (25.14 m) extracted from the CHM. Because bark beetle prefers
the mature spruce trees that provide a plentiful source of phloem [64], we set the height threshold to
ignore all points under the 14 m local maxima search.

f1 = tree height × 0.07 + 1, (2)

f2 = tree height × 0.08 + 2. (3)

We tested the lmf algorithm with two variable moving windows first on the masked (combi mask)
PPC with the original point density. However, we discovered that treetops were formed by multiple
identical but well-located seed points due to extreme point density. This resulted in many false-positive
treetop detections. Moreover, in the context of work by Eysn et al. [65], which stated that the accurate
treetops detection is of equal or greater importance than the choice of segmentation method, we decided
to decimate the original PPC and investigate the effect of the point density to the treetop seed points
detection and subsequent ITCD. Therefore, the original PPC without applied mask was decimated
using the lasfilterdecimate function from the lidR package. This function applied a decimating algorithm
that created a grid with a given resolution and filtered the PPC by selecting the highest point within
each cell. The overview of decimated datasets is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Overview of the UAS PPC datasets and their parameters used for the creation of treetop seed
points dataset, CHM rasterization and ITCD. The original PPC was used only for preliminary treetop
seed points creation.

Dataset Decim. Grid (m) lmf Function

las N/A f1/f2
las01 0.1 f1/f2
las02 0.2 f1/f2
las03 0.3 f1/f2
las05 0.5 f1/f2
las1 1 f1/f2

These datasets were masked by combi mask for treetop seed points detection. The lmf algorithm
was applied to the datasets in two versions using either f1 or f2 functions.

CHMs needed for DAL, and MCWS segmentation methods were calculated for every decimated
PPC with no mask using a pitfree algorithm [66]. The spatial resolutions of CHMs were set to be equal
to the decimation grid. The ExG mask then masked the CHMs before automatic tree segmentation
within lastrees function. In the case of the LI method, the ExG mask was applied directly to the PPC,
because there was no seed points map and CHM were required.

All three delineation methods were applied to the selected decimated PPCs. Parameters of the
automatic delineation algorithms were set by tuning of default parameters using the trial-and-error
method (Appendix A). Individual polygons of the tree crowns were generated by tree_hulls function.
This function created 2D concave hulls around delineated tree crowns of the segmented PPC.
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2.5.3. Accuracy Assessment

After running the automatic treetops detection routine within all datasets, we compared the
resulting treetops with the reference crowns in terms of true positive (TP), false-negative (FN, omission
error), and false positive (FP, commission error) treetops. If more than one point fell within the crown,
only one TP point was counted. The rest was assessed as FP. To evaluate the effect of point density
to the accuracy of treetops detection, we calculated recall (r), precision (p), and F-score (F) statistics,
according to Li et al. [59].

r = TP/(TP + FN), (4)

p = TP/(TP + FP), (5)

F = (2 × r × p)/(r + p). (6)

For further automatic ITCD using DAL and MCWS methods, we employed only the more accurate
treetop seed points dataset from the f1 or f2 alternatives of the given decimated PPC. These statistics
were not calculated for ITCD using the LI method because the treetop detection is not a primary task
for ITCD. Therefore, only the accuracy of the final automatic individual tree polygons was assessed.

The accuracy of delineation methods and the effect of PPC decimation to the ITCD were assessed
by comparing the generated automatic individual tree crown (AITC) polygons to the reference tree
crowns (RTC). A detection accuracy score (DA) was calculated for each delineation method and
decimated PPC:

DA = nTP/N, (7)

where nTP is the number of correctly segmented (true positive) AITC, and N is the number of RTC [67].
AITC polygon was considered correctly segmented if ≥ 50% of the area of both AITC and RTC
intersect [68,69]. Moreover, the incorrectly segmented AITC were classified to one of three categories.
In total, each AITC polygon was assigned to one of four categories [61]:

1. Oversegmentation: The intersection area of given AITC and RTC is ≥50% of AITC but <50% of
the area of RTC. This indicates that AITC is smaller than RTC.

2. True positive: The intersection area of given AITC and RTC is ≥50% of the area, both for AITC
and RTC.

3. Undersegmentation: The intersection area of given AITC and RTC is <50% of AITC, but ≥50% of
the area of RTC. It indicates that AITC is larger than RTC.

4. False-positive: The intersection area of given AITC and RTC is <50% of the area, both for AITC
and RTC.

When multiple AITC polygons fell within one RTC, only one AITC polygon that had the highest
intersection area was used for the accuracy assessment.

Moreover, the quality rate (QR) index was applied to consider the geometrical similarity [70]:

QR =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(
1−

area (r i ∩ si

area (ri ∪ si)

)
, (8)

where ri is the reference RTC and si is the best corresponding AITC. If the intersection area between
a reference polygon ri and its candidate si equals the union area, the AITC segment coincides entirely [71].
The QR ranges from [0, 1]. The lower value indicates the better geometrical similarity of the AITC
segment to the reference crown. Furthermore, we tested the QR’s obtained accuracy values with
a Kruskal–Wallis test followed by nonparametric post hoc comparisons after Siegel and Castellan [72]
to detect significant accuracy variances among selected delineation methods and decimated datasets.
The statistical testing was performed in R [73].
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2.5.4. Feature Extraction

In addition, to the standard geometrical accuracy assessment of segmentation methods described
in the Section 2.5.3, the extracted spectral and elevation features using AITC segments of DAL, MCWS,
and LI were statistically compared to the extracted statistics of RTC (treatments versus control). The
feature extraction was performed only for the most accurate las02 and the most inaccurate las1.
Moreover, we added for comparison a simple buffer (BUFFER) method designed by authors that
created buffer zones around the respective treetops. To consider the effect of different tree sizes,
we applied circular buffers covering 3.14 m2 (1 m perimeter) or 12.56 m2 (2 m perimeter) for small and
large trees, respectively. The buffer’s size was set according to the descriptive statistics for the height
threshold of 27 m used in LI to distinguish between small and large trees. For all selected features,
we applied a Kruskal–Wallis test followed by treatment (DAL, MCWS, LI, and BUFFER) versus control
(RTC) multiple comparisons test of extracted statistics to investigate the effect of different segmentation
methods and PPC decimation to the purity of crown delineation and the presence of mixels [72].

According to previous studies, spectral features were represented by selected VIs, which have
been shown to be sensitive to changes in the spectral response of the infested trees in the earlier stages
(Table 6). We extracted mean values of spectral features per tree (AITC polygon) for the statistical
analysis due to the applied individual tree-based approach. Moreover, we investigated the correlations
between the indices and the number of pixels forming the crown. We found no significant correlations.
Therefore, the simple mean was used regardless of the crown size. The spectral features were extracted
from the index maps calculated from the original orthomosaic.

Table 6. Vegetation indices used in this study. The band names correspond with Table 1.

Vegetation Index Equation Ref.

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) NDVI =NIR − Red
NIR+Red [74]

Normalized Difference Red-Edge index (NDRE) NDRE =
NIR − Red edge
NIR+Red edge [75]

Enhanced Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (ENDVI) ENDVI = ((NIR+Green)−(2 × Blue))
((NIR+Green)+(2 × Blue)) [76]

Four elevation metrics (Table 7) were extracted to explore the additive value of 3D information for
tree species recognition because preliminary results showed a similar spectral response of infested
spruce trees and pines. Therefore, the differences between pines and spruces, regardless of the
disturbance class, were investigated.

Table 7. Elevation features extracted from the high-density photogrammetric PPC or CHM used in
this study.

Feature Description

crownarea crown area of each delineated tree in sq. m
zq25 25th percentile of height distribution within each delineated tree

median 50th percentile of height distribution within each delineated tree
zq75 75th percentile of height distribution within each delineated tree

We selected the metrics from Sothe et al. [41] which reflect the different crown shapes of spruce trees
and pines. Pines have larger and flat spreading crowns compared to pyramidal spruce crowns. As in
the case of spectral features, the mean elevation metrics were calculated per tree polygon. The elevation
metrics were calculated within tree_hulls function (DAL, MCWS, and LI) or extracted from appropriate
CHM (RTC and BUFFER). The crown area was calculated from the polygon’s geometry for RTC
and BUFFER.

Before treatment versus control multiple comparisons, we tested the difference in the spectral
features among the disturbance classes within the RTC to investigate the ability of selected features
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to detect the infested trees in the mixed forest. We used a Kruskal–Wallis test with the following
nonparametric post hoc comparison after Siegel and Castellan [72]. To test the differences in elevation
metrics between two tree species, we applied a Mann–Whitney U test, with the p-value estimated by
normal approximation with continuity correction. Statistical testing was performed in R.

3. Results

3.1. Vegetation Masks

The effect of vegetation mask application before the LI segmentation technique to the PPC is
illustrated in Figure 3. The mask’s application resulted in a perfect reduction in deciduous tree crown
segments and the better delineation of the disturbed trees.

The effect of vegetation mask applications before the MCWS and DAL treetop’s detection to
the PPC is illustrated in Figure 3b,c. When no mask was applied, it resulted in many false-positive
treetop identifications because all trees of distinct species (larches and deciduous trees) were included
in the lmf searching algorithm. Moreover, the larger the decimation grid that was applied, the more
false-positive treetops were detected regardless of the variable size window function. The reason for
this was that deciduous trees and larches had been shed due to the time of imaging. This resulted in
multiple false-positive treetop detections in the crowns because the larger decimation grid formed
the false local maxima from their main branches. These local maxima were more likely to be detected
within the less dense PPC by the lmf algorithm.

Nevertheless, these false-positive treetops were strongly reduced by applied masks to the PPC.
The ExG threshold mask separated the conifers from the ground, grass, deciduous trees, and partial
shadows. The main proportion of the points was removed using the ExG mask. The additional NIR
mask completely reduced the shadowed pixels. All the reduced points represented false positive
multiple treetops of deciduous trees and larches.
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Figure 3. The results of vegetation masks application before the ITCD in the detail: (a) The LI
segmentation method applied to point cloud directly. Segmented crowns using the ExG mask are
highlighted in blue. Segmented crowns using no mask are highlighted in red. Reference crowns are
highlighted in green; (b) The MCWS segmentation method using seed points. The seed points are
segmented in light blue. The identified treetops from PPC with no mask are highlighted in orange.
Segmented crowns are highlighted in yellow. Reference crowns are highlighted in green; (c) The DAL
segmentation method using seed points. The seed used points masked by combi mask in light blue.
The identified treetops from PPC with no mask are highlighted in orange. Segmented crowns are
highlighted in purple. Reference crowns are highlighted in green.
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3.2. Automatic Treetops Detection Accuracy

The resulting accuracies of treetop detections are presented in Table 8. The lowest accuracy
was obtained using the original PPC with the extreme point density of 701 points/m2 regardless of
the applied variable window size function. The accuracy was decreased due to many FN treetop
identifications formed by multiple seed points. Therefore, the PPC with original point density was
not use for further analysis. However, the detection accuracy was enormously improved using the
decimated PPCs.

Table 8. The accuracy of treetop detections using a local maxima filter algorithm applied to tested PPCs
with the different point density. The number of reference treetops is 145.

Dataset Mask Point Density
(points/m2)

Auto
Treetops TP FP FN r p F-Score

lasmtopsf1 combi 701 263 137 126 8 0.94 0.52 0.67
lasmtopsf2 combi 701 226 129 126 25 0.83 0.49 0.61

las01mtopsf1 † combi 85 142 137 5 8 0.94 0.96 0.95 *
las01mtopsf2 combi 85 121 120 1 25 0.83 0.99 0.90

las02mtopsf1 † combi 22 143 138 5 7 0.95 0.97 0.96 *
las02mtopsf2 combi 22 123 122 1 23 0.84 0.99 0.91

las03mtopsf1 † combi 10 148 140 8 5 0.97 0.95 0.96 *
las03mtopsf2 combi 10 124 123 1 22 0.85 0.99 0.91

las05mtopsf1 † combi 4 156 140 16 5 0.90 0.90 0.93
las05mtopsf2 combi 4 125 124 1 21 0.86 0.99 0.92
las1mtopsf1 combi 1 200 143 57 2 0.99 0.72 0.83

las1mtopsf2 † combi 1 133 129 4 16 0.89 0.97 0.93

* The three most accurate seed points datasets. † The seed points datasets used for further ITCD.

These results have shown that the density of the PPC affects the accuracy of treetops detection.
The larger decimation grid was applied, the more FP and the fewer FN treetops were detected regardless
of the variable size window function. These trends were caused by keeping the highest point in
each decimation cell and the principle of the implemented lmf algorithm. The larger crown’s FP
treetops were formed because the more extensive decimation grid selected more than one highest point
within the crown. These more isolated points were more likely to have been selected as the false local
maxima because there were no higher points in the search radius of the lmf algorithm after the combi
mask application.

The moving window size function also affected the accuracy of treetops detection. The application
of larger moving windows (function f2) resulted in fewer FP but more FN detections than function
f1, because the reference crown area data are positively skewed. Therefore, the smaller trees were
not detected by the variable moving window fitted to median crown size. These two features had
a common effect on the treetop detection accuracy. The larger decimation grid increased FP detections,
while the larger moving window increased FN detections.

The three most accurate datasets had a dense cloud with a point density from 10 to 85 points/m2

and a search window size function corresponding to the minimum diameter of the reference tree crowns.
However, the accuracy between these three dense PPCs showed only minor variance. The more
dense or sparse PPC affects the accuracy of treetop detections negatively. Therefore, the density from
10 points/m2 to 85 points/m2 can be considered sufficient for treetop detections using the lmf algorithm.

3.3. Automatic Individual Tree Crown Delineation Accuracy

The resulting accuracies of automatic ITCD methods are presented in Table 9. The accuracy of
all methods showed a minor variance between methods within one PPC, confirmed by subsequent
statistical testing. Statistical tests revealed insignificant differences among delineation methods in the
densest PPCs las01 and las02. In the case of more decimated PPCs, the accuracies varied significantly.
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The results of statistical testing were expressed by accuracy ranking within each dataset in Table 9.
Tied ranks expressed insignificant differences. Higher overall accuracy was obtained by applying
traditional MCWS, followed by the LI method regardless of the PPC density. The accuracy of the DAL
method was slightly lower compared to MCWS and, sometimes, LI.

Table 9. The accuracy of automatic ITCD applied to tested PPCs with the different point density.

Dataset Mask Method Seed Points OS TP US FP DA QR Rank

las01 ExG MCWS las01mtopsf1 5 119 18 1 0.82 0.40 1–3

LI N/A 10 117 13 4 0.81 0.42 1–3
DAL las01mtopsf1 9 110 19 4 0.76 0.43 1–3

las02 † ExG MCWS las02mtopsf1 6 120 16 2 0.83 0.40 1–3

LI N/A 9 117 14 4 0.81 0.42 1–3

DAL las02mtopsf1 12 114 16 2 0.79 0.43 1–3
BUFFER las02mtopsf1 100 37 2 0 0.27 0.65 4

las03 ExG MCWS las03mtopsf1 5 117 18 2 0.81 0.40 1–2

LI N/A 11 117 11 5 0.81 0.43 1–2
DAL las03mtopsf1 12 111 15 4 0.77 0.44 3

las05 ExG MCWS las05mtopsf1 7 119 17 0 0.82 0.40 1

LI N/A 20 109 7 8 0.75 0.45 2–3
DAL las05mtopsf1 23 106 11 2 0.73 0.47 2–3

las1 *,† ExG MCWS las1mtopsf2 2 100 39 3 0.69 0.47 1

LI N/A 67 65 3 7 0.45 0.57 2
DAL las1mtopsf2 57 53 15 14 0.37 0.62 3

BUFFER las1mtopsf02 94 34 2 4 0.23 0.65 4

OS: oversegmentation; TP: true positive; US: undersegmentation; FP: False positive; DA: detection accuracy score;
QR: quality rate index. * The dataset with a significant decrease in segmentation accuracy of each applied method.
† The selected datasets used for feature extraction and comparison. The BUFFER method was applied only to the
selected las02 and las1 dataset for feature extraction comparison with the other automatic delineation methods.

Moreover, the statistical testing revealed insignificant differences in each method’s accuracy among
decimated datasets, except for the las1 datasets with the point density 1 point/m2, because the low
point density reduced detailed crown shapes in a dense forest. It resulted in significantly less accurate
oversegmentation (DAL and LI) or undersegmentation (MCWS) of the automatically delineated crowns.

The oversegmentation or undersegmentation is caused by the low point density and the type of
the algorithm. In the case of DAL and LI oversegmentation, the region-growing algorithm selected
only a few topmost points around the treetop that met the height conditions. The MCWS algorithm
also included points of the neighboring crowns because the height gradient magnitudes between the
crowns were reduced due to the low point density. That resulted in undersegmentation. The same
effect of starting oversegmentation was also detectable in another sparse las05 PPC (4 points/m2) using
DAL and LI methods, but the accuracy decrease was not significant within this dataset.

It appears that the main effect of automatic ITCD accuracy is the density of the PPC because the
significant decrease in accuracy was obtained using the most decimated PPC (1 point/m2). A point
density greater than 10 points/m2 can be considered sufficient with the margin of our results. If the
point density is sufficient, the selection of the segmentation method is a minor issue. Every recent
ITCD method based on point cloud or CHM segmentation can be used. However, the MCWS was the
most accurate method, even in the case of too little point density.

Because statistical tests revealed significantly lower accuracy of all delineation methods using the
most decimated las1 dataset compared with other datasets, we decided to compare extracted feature
statistics of the reference dataset only with extracted statistics of las02 and las1.
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3.4. Feature Extraction

The statistical testing revealed significant differences among disturbance classes within the
reference dataset (Table 10). Therefore, the distinguishing of disturbance classes and bark beetle
disturbance detection is possible. Multiple comparisons using spectral features exposed problematic
distinguishing between pines and seriously infested trees (sbbd) using NDVI and ENDVI indices,
consistent with the preliminary results. However, these two classes were well separated, employing
the NDRE index. Another problematic distinction was revealed between noninfested trees (sh) and the
trees under the green attack using NDRE, but significant differences between classes were detected
applying NDVI and ENDVI indices. This makes the NDRE index less suitable for detection of infested
spruce trees.

Table 10. The multiple comparisons test between information (disturbance) classes within the reference
dataset (RTC). True (T) or False (F) marks statistically significant/insignificant differences between pairs.

Feature Multiple Comparisons * Ref. Crowns

NDRE pine-sbbd T
pine-sbbg T

pine-sh T
sbbd-sbbg T

sbbd-sh T
sbbg-sh F

NDVI pine-sbbd F
pine-sbbg T

pine-sh T
sbbd-sbbg T

sbbd-sh T
sbbg-sh T

ENDVI pine-sbbd F
pine-sbbg T

pine-sh T
sbbd-sbbg T

sbbd-sh T
sbbg-sh T

crown area pine-spruce T
zq25 pine-spruce T

median pine-spruce T
zq75 pine-spruce T

Number of FALSE 3+0

* We used Mann–Whitney U test to test the elevation features differences of two tree species.

The excellent separability of pines was reached using elevation features and the Mann–Whitney
U test. That is consistent with the study’s hypotheses documenting the supporting role of elevation
features for tree species separation. However, the crown area’s application could be limiting for tree
species separation if the crown area of these species were equal. This makes the feature less applicable.
On the other hand, the quartile features are universally applicable because the different crown shapes
of these tree species are more likely to remain stable regardless of crown size.

The Kruskal–Wallis test revealed some significant differences among extracted feature statistics
of RTC and automatically delineated crowns of las02 and las1 within disturbance classes (Figure 4).
The statistical testing results were similar, although the delineated crowns of las1 showed a higher
variance of extracted statistics within the group and also between groups. These variations are visible
mainly for spectral features that are key to separate disturbance classes of spruce trees (Figure 4b,d,f).
They are caused by less accurate ITCD of las1 and they increase the uncertainty of disturbance
classes separation.
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Figure 4 also illustrates the result presented in Table 10. If the RTC classes’ boxplots highly
overlap (NDVI and ENDVI boxplots of pine-sbbd NDRE boxplots of sbbg and sh), there is no
significant difference. Moreover, the NDRE and crown area features are less resistant to inaccurate
ITCD than NDVI, ENDVI and quartile elevation features resulting in higher variance. This lack of
robustness may potentially limit these features for bark beetle disturbance detection. These findings
are consistent with the results of statistical testing presented in Table 10. All disturbance classes
were separable using at least one of the selected spectral or elevation features. However, no VI
was able to distinguish between all disturbance classes by itself. The NDVI and ENDVI indices
were able to separate all stages of bark beetle attack which makes them more appropriate for bark
beetle disturbance detection. However, these indices are not able to separate pines from spruces.
Nevertheless, the application of elevation features alone is barely relevant for bark beetle infestation
detection. Therefore, we recommend the mixture of spectral and elevation features. This set of features
can serve as a starting point for similar studies.

The significant differences among delineation methods were revealed only within sbbd and sbbg
class of spectral features. The significant variances among delineation methods were obtained within
each tree species class of all elevation features. These significant differences were further investigated
using post-hoc treatment (BUFFER, DAL, LI, MCWS) versus control (RTC) multiple comparisons tests
of each dataset for spectral (Table 11) and elevation (Table 12) features.
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Figure 4. The distribution of extracted individual tree crown features and significant differences among
RTC and automatically delineated crowns within disturbance classes of the las02 dataset (left column)
and las1 dataset (right column): (a) NDRE boxplots of las02; (b) NDRE boxplots of las1; (c) NDVI
boxplots of las02; (d) NDVI boxplots of las1; (e) ENDVI boxplots of las02; (f) ENDVI boxplots of las1;
(g) Crown area boxplots of las02; (h) Crown area boxplots of las1; (i) Q25 of height distribution boxplots
of las02; (j) Q25 of height distribution boxplots of las1; (k) median of height distribution boxplots of
las02; (l) median of height distribution boxplots of las1; (m) Q75 of height distribution boxplots of las02;
(n) Q75 of height distribution boxplots of las1. * marks the significant differences (the significance level
α = 0.05) among applied delineation methods within each feature’s class.

Table 11. The treatment versus control multiple comparison test after the Kruskal–Wallis test of spectral
features. True (T) or False (F) marks statistically significant/insignificant differences between pairs.
Significant differences among las02 and las1 within treatment versus control tests caused by significantly
lower segmentation accuracy of las1 are highlighted in yellow.

Class Multiple Comparisons NDRE NDVI ENDVI

las02 las1 las02 las1 las02 las1

sbbd RTC-DAL F F F F F F
RTC-MCWS F F F F F F

RTC-LI F F F F F F
RTC-BUFFER T T F F F F

sbbg RTC-DAL F F F F F F
RTC-MCWS F F F F F F

RTC-LI F T F F F F
RTC-BUFFER T T T T T T

The results showed that extracted features from AITC polygons of the BUFFER method significantly
differed from RTC in both PPCs because the polygon buffers covered only the crowns’ parts.
BUFFER’s extracted spectral feature statistics differed significantly from RTC within sbbd and sbbg
classes (Figure 4 and Table 11).

The limited extent of buffer polygons was more significant for elevation features than spectral
features, especially in more massive crowns. It resulted in a much lower crown area compared to RTC
and other delineation methods (Figure 4g–h). Moreover, the BUFFER method’s application resulted
in higher quartile values of the tree heights because the buffer covered the topmost part of the trees.
This, in fact, was more evident in the case of zq25 and median quartiles of spruce trees because no
lower parts of tree crowns were present (Figure 4i–n, Table 12), increasing the quartile values.

In contrast, the automatic delineation methods based on PPC segmentation (DAL, MCWS, and LI)
were more accurate than the BUFFER method. This resulted in almost no significant differences between
the extracted spectral features of RTC and AITC polygons within disturbance classes, regardless of
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PPC density. The results revealed only the significant differences among RTC and LI NDRE values of
more decimated las1 inside the sbbg class.

Table 12. The treatment versus control multiple comparison test after the Kruskal–Wallis test of
elevation features. True (T) or False (F) marks statistically significant/insignificant differences between
pairs. Significant differences among las02 and las1 within treatment versus control tests caused by
significantly lower segmentation accuracy of las1 are highlighted in yellow.

Class Multiple Comparisons Crown Area zq25 Median zq75

las02 las1 las02 las1 las02 las1 las02 las1

pine RTC-DAL F F F F F F F F
RTC-MCWS F F F F F F F F

RTC-LI F F F F F F F F
RTC-BUFFER T T T T F F F F

spruce RTC-DAL F T F F F F F F
RTC-MCWS T T F F F F F F

RTC-LI F T F T F T F F
RTC-BUFFER T T T T T T T T

Due to the lower ITCD accuracy of the las1 dataset, there were significant differences among crown
areas causally related to delineation’s geometrical accuracy. The MCWS method tended to slightly
undersegment the crowns. The undersegmentation was more evident in las1 (Table 9), but it was also
significant using las02. The undersegmentation resulted in significantly different (larger) crown areas
compared to RTC (Table 12). In contrast, DAL and especially LI tended to oversegment the crowns in the
case of strongly decimated las1 PPCs (see Table 9). This led to significant differences in these methods’
elevation features in the case of las1 because the AITC was oversegmented (smaller) compared to RTC
(Figure 4h and Table 12). However, there were almost no significant differences in extracted elevation
statistics among RTC and AITC of las02 regardless of the applied delineation method.

To fully understand the effect of PPC decimation on feature extraction and consequent differences
between las02 and las1 within treatment versus control tests (Tables 11 and 12, highlighted in yellow),
we additionally performed a Kruskal–Wallis test between treatments (RTC, las02, and las02) of each
method within each class for all features. The results were entirely in line with the changes presented
in Tables 11 and 12. The changes in treatments versus control test results of las02 and las1 within the
same disturbance class and feature were caused by significant differences between the tested statistics
of las02 and las1. Therefore, the lower PPC density negatively and significantly affected the feature
extraction in these cases. Moreover, it could be concluded that the method most sensitive to the
decimation of the PPC is the LI method, because the ITCD was performed directly using a decimated
PPC instead of CHM.

Based on the experimental results of this subsection, several conclusions were made. The selected
spectral and elevation features are suitable for bark beetle disturbance detection documented by
excellent disturbance class separability of RTC. The BUFFER method is less suitable for detecting
bark beetle disturbance in the mixed forest using the individual tree-based approach because of the
simplicity of crown delineation around treetop. The buffers’ application led to significant differences in
extracted feature statistics compared to RTC using the Kruskal–Wallis test and post hoc treatment versus
control multiple comparisons tests. Therefore, these significant dissimilarities reduce the separability
of disturbance classes, especially tree species, using the BUFFER method. The other methods
(DAL, MCWS, and LI), which delineated the full crown based on PPC or subsequently derived CHM,
led to insignificant differences of extracted feature statistics compared to RTC. However, these methods
are affected by PPC density. The more decimated PPC las1 revealed significant differences in extracted
feature statistics (especially elevation features) compared to RTC due to significantly lower crown
delineation accuracy caused by low point density. If the PPC is sparse (less than 4 points/m2), it results in
undersegmentation (MCWS) or oversegmentation (DAL and LI) of delineated crows, which negatively
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affect the feature extraction. The PPC-based delineation method (LI) is more sensitive to the cloud’s
point density than CHM-based methods. Therefore, we assume that the most accurate and the most
robust to point density is the watershed segmentation for detecting bark beetle infestation using the
individual tree-based approach. Moreover, the spectral features are more robust to the ITCD variability
of applied methods and the lower PPC density because the significant differences between RTC and
delineated crowns were less frequent than for elevation features. It is an advantage for bark beetle
infestation detection.

4. Discussion

4.1. The Effect of Vegetation Mask

The excellent separability of targeted conifer trees from the background was obtained using simple
spectral threshold masks. Traditionally, thresholding has been used for shadow detection [77,78],
but it can be used for any classification problem when a clear separation is observed in bimodal
distribution [79]. The idea of applying vegetation masks before the ITCD was inspired by previous
studies using vegetation threshold masks for classification problems. The ExG index threshold mask
was successfully applied to separate green crops from bare soil using object-based image analysis in
Torres-Sanchéz et al. [55]. Otsu et al. [80] conducted per pixel classification of tree crown defoliation
using nested histogram thresholding. The authors suggested to include a CHM model to automatically
delineate individual tree crowns and classify only the pixels forming the crowns. This nested histogram
threshold classification was improved by Cardil et al. [56], who classified pine processionary moth
defoliation per pixel in automatically segmented crowns. Compared to above mentioned forestry
studies that applied thresholding for per-pixel classification after ITCD or with no ITCD, we applied
vegetation threshold mask to PPC before the ITCD. Therefore, only the targeted conifer tree crowns
were delineated for bark beetle disturbance detection in the mixed urban forest using the individual
tree-based approach. This saves computation time because only the targeted trees are delineated.
Moreover, the vegetation mask application significantly increased the similarity of AITC compared to
RTC, which is documented in Figure 3. Therefore, we suggest applying a proper vegetation mask to
PPCs before the ITCD. To our knowledge, this approach is novel, and it has benefits for specific tree
species disturbance detection because of the findings mentioned earlier.

The suitability of combined vegetation threshold masks to separate targeted conifer trees was
confirmed in this study. We took advantage of imaging time when conifers were the only green
vegetation on the orthomosaic to apply a “green” threshold mask using the ExG index that has
accentuated the green vegetation in the remotely sensed images [81,82]. Moreover, the application of
a mask before the ITCD reduced the imaging time’s adverse side effects. The imaging time allowed the
distinction between evergreen conifers and deciduous trees, and deciduous tree crowns resulted in
multiple false-positive treetops detection in their crowns. Therefore, the separation of conifers could
be problematic using this approach if the imaging is conducted when deciduous trees are not shed.
In this case, the nested histogram threshold method [80] or unsupervised classification [83,84] could be
tested for a conifer tree or directly spruce tree PPC masking.

4.2. The Effect of Point Density to ITCD Accuracy

The results revealed the strong effect of PPC density on treetops detection and ITCD. According to
our experimental results, overly dense original photogrammetric PPC (701 points/m2) resulted in many
FP treetops using local maxima filtering. These FP treetops could cause subsequent oversegmentation,
but they were reduced by applying the combi mask. We discovered that multiple seed points formed
these FN treetops. Due to the extreme point density of the original photogrammetric PPC, the treetop
was formed by multiple points of equal height overlapping each other selected by the local maxima filter.
In contrast, the ITCD delineation accuracy of the most decimated PPC las1 (1 point/m2) was significantly
lower compared to las03, las02, and las01 (10–85 points/m2). Although the significantly lower ITCD
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accuracy of las 05 (4 points/m2) was not confirmed, the result showed starting undersegmentation of
DAL and LI methods. Therefore, it seems optimal to reduce the point density of photogrammetric
PPCs to high-density ALS data because too dense or too sparse PPCs negatively affect the treetop
identifications and ITCD accuracy.

These findings are novel because very little research has investigated the effect of photogrammetric
PPC density on ITCD up to date, even though this effect is examined in studies using ALS and
the performance of ITCD is primarily limited by the availability of high-density LiDAR data [85].
Nevertheless, our findings are consistent with the previous studies focusing on the ALS PPC
density affecting ITCD accuracy. Reitberger et al. [86] and Yao et al. [87] concluded that a point
density higher than 10 points/m2 did not significantly lead to the ITCD accuracy improvement.
Kandare et al. [88] discovered that the PPC density from 6 to 50 points/m2 did not improve the
ITCD accuracy, but lower values (<6 points/m2) were significantly less accurate using the same
delineation method. However, Wallace et al. [43] examined that the increase in point density from 5 to
50 points/m2 led to a significant improvement in the omission error rate. Moreover, the recent study
of Guerra-Hernándéz et al. [89] comparing the UAS-derived PPC (48.85 or 96.63 points/m2) to ALS
(44.33 points/m2) concluded that they are comparable at the plot level.

The ITCD accuracy is likely to vary depending on the tree species composition in the forest.
Therefore, it is hard to find the strict minimum point density for ITCD [43]. Nevertheless, the ITCD
accuracy achieved in this study is superior compared to two recent comparative studies focused on
ITCD in a mixed forest. Hastings et al. [61] reached the best DA accuracy score of 0.69 for conifer trees in
a mixed temperate forest using the airborne LiDAR data with a density of 26.98 points/m2. Gu et al. [44]
obtained an average QR accuracy from 0.70 to 0.87 for CHM-based ITCD derived from UAS images
using MCWS in a dense mixed forest during vegetation season which decreased the accuracy.

This paper showed that the point density was found to be more significant than the algorithm
used. If the point density was high, the accuracy of the methods was comparable, resulting in the
tied ranks (see Table 9). This finding is consistent with Wallace et al. [43], who showed that the
increase of point density from 5 to 50 points/m2 was more significant than the algorithm used for
ITCD. However, this is contrary to previous findings of Kaartinen et al. [90] and Reitberger et al. [86].
This is because these studies compared only relatively sparse PPCs using 2–5points/m2 per tree.
Therefore, they are comparable only to las05 and las01 used in this study, which reveals significant
accuracy differences among ITCD methods.

Concerning our experimental results and previous findings, we suggest decimating the
photogrammetric PPC to the point spacing of high-dense LiDAR PPC (~20–60 points/m2, 10 points/m2

minimum) for ITCD of conifer trees in a mixed urban forest. An additional argument for decimation is
that state-of-the-art algorithms are designed for airborne or UAS LiDAR data with a density of around
50 points/m2 [91]. However, modern photogrammetric software allows users to control the PPC density
during the processing. Therefore, further research may be directed to comparing differently dense
PPCs exported from photogrammetric software to ultra-dense PPC decimation for ITCD.

4.3. The Effect Segmentation Methods to ITCD Accuracy and Feature Extraction

The results showed that the BUFFER method’s application led to significantly different extracted
feature statistics than RTC because the polygon buffers covered only the crowns’ topmost parts,
which also resulted in low ITCD accuracy. The BUFFER method was not superior in feature extraction
compared to methods delineating the full crown (DAL, MCWS, and LI). This finding contrasts with
the preliminary assumption that automatic ITCD methods would lead to significant differences in
extracted feature statistics due to the presence of mixels. This assumption was not confirmed because
ITCD techniques could delineate the crowns more precisely than we expected. The results showed the
superior performance of automated ITCD methods. Moreover, the ITCD methods applied to the same
PPC are comparable, revealing only minor variation in feature extraction which are consistent with
Hastings et al. [61] This resulted in almost no significant differences among extracted feature statistics
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of these methods and RTC. Therefore, they could substitute the time-consuming manual tree crown
delineation for detecting bark beetle disturbance using an individual tree-based approach.

Concerning our experimental results, the superior ITCD accuracy was obtained using the
CHM-based MCWS method when the method was applied to more decimated PPCs (las05 and
las1). In the study of Hastings et al. [61] using ALS, the LI PPC segmentation method marginally
outperformed the CHM-based delineation methods using a high-density PPC. Even if this seems to
be in contrast with our results, it is not. We investigated that the LI method is the most sensitive
to the decimation of the PPC, because the ITCD was performed directly using a decimated PPC
instead of CHM. Therefore, we documented the same effect in an opposite way in this study. The LI
method performs well only when applied to a high-density PPC. This finding is consistent with
Wallace et al. [43]. They found that the most significant improvement of tree crown delineation
after increasing the point density from 5 to 50 points/m2 was for algorithms using PPC directly
for ITCD (including LI). The other reason for this inconsistency (except for the point density) is
that the photogrammetric PPC does not penetrate the crowns compared to LiDAR, and we have
not assessed the understory vegetation. According to Aubry-Kientz et al. [92], PPC-based methods
outperform CHM-based methods in detecting and delineating understory and suppressed crowns,
but there is less of an advantage for delineation of canopy trees. Therefore, it was investigated that the
point density affects the feature extraction more significantly than the algorithm used in this study
(see Tables 11 and 12).

4.4. Application of Tree-Based Approach to the Detection of Forest Disturbance

A pixel-based approach is problematic at submetric imagery because the pixel size is much smaller
than the mapping unit [21]. Branches and branches’ shadows cause spectral variation within the tree
crown, the spatial context of individual tree crowns, and the distinction between the crown area and
the background disappears [22]. These issues can limit an image interpretation using a pixel-based
approach for the detection of bark beetle driven forest disturbance, especially in a mixed forest because
other conifer tree species (e.g., pines) may show a similar spectral response to infested trees. Our study
detected the spectral similarity among disturbance classes of pines and sbbd using common NDVI and
ENDVI indices and sbbg and sh using NDRE index. One way to overcome this issue is to test more
vegetation indices to distinguish between disturbance classes [93–95]. Another option is state-of-the-art
object-based segmentation to detect forest disturbance [80,96,97]. A more advanced approach also
adds CHM to segmentation, e.g., [98]. However, this approach still does not include precise ITCD.
Tree crowns are usually formed from more segments because generated segments are delineated using
spectral, spatial contextual information [99], but no information about individual trees (e.g., treetop
seed points) is included. Therefore, the most advanced approach entirely substituting traditional forest
survey of bark beetle disturbance is an individual tree-based approach.

The ITCD using the BUFFER method can be considered as a fundamental individual tree-based
approach. Our experimental results revealed significant differences in the extracted feature statistics
among BUFFER crowns and RTC due to the limited and simplified crown delineation. The median
index values extracted from buffers were equal to or lower than the values of reference crowns
because the buffers covered only the topmost part of the tree crowns, where the index values of
infested classes (sbbd and sbbg) were lower due to discoloration caused by bark beetle infestation.
This is an advantage for bark beetle infestation detection, but here we considered the statistically
significant differences of extracted feature statistics between RTCs and automatically delineated
crowns. Nevertheless, we additionally performed a statistical test (see Appendix B) to investigate
the disturbance class separability using extracted spectral feature statistics from the BUFFER crows
within las02. The results showed that infested trees are not separable from pines based only on spectral
features. However, they are separable from each other. This finding is consistent with Klouček et al. [40],
who successfully applied ITCD using buffers to detect the bark-beetle disturbance in a spruce tree
monoculture. Therefore, the BUFFER method is sufficient for bark-beetle detection in monocultures.
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However, it is not appropriate for bark beetle disturbance detection in a mixed forest to the limited and
simplified crown delineation.

For the separation of other tree species showing similar spectral responses, it is beneficial to
employ a full crown delineation using a photogrammetric PPC and a combination of spectral and
elevation features. These findings are consistent with a previous study of Kampen et al. [42], who first
implemented elevation metrics extracted from a CHM to the object-based classification of spruce
tree vitality status. However, the ITCD was performed manually in this study, which would be
time-consuming for practical usage. Nevertheless, based on our findings, we conclude that automatic
ITCD methods can constitute a substitute for the time-consuming manual tree crown delineation for
individual tree-based image analysis using the methodology suggested in this study.

5. Conclusions

This study aimed to compare current ITCD methods for individual tree crown feature extractions
from UAS multispectral data to distinguish between the forest disturbance classes in a mixed urban
forest. The extracted spectral and elevation feature statistics from automatically delineated tree crowns
were compared to feature statistics of RTC. Moreover, the effect of vegetation mask and PPC density
on the ITCD accuracy was investigated.

The BUFFER method is less suitable for detecting a bark beetle disturbance in a mixed forest
using the individual tree-based approach because of the simplicity of crown delineation around
a treetop. This caused significant differences in extracted feature statistics compared to RTC. In contrast,
the extracted feature statistics of automatically delineated crowns produced by DAL, MCWS, and LI
segmentation methods insignificantly differed from RTC. The delineation accuracy of these methods and
subsequent feature extraction is affected more by PPC density than the method used. The ITCD methods
applied to the same PPC are comparable, revealing only minor accuracy variation in feature extraction.
A PPC density less than 4 points/m2 resulted in undersegmentation (MCWS) or oversegmentation
(DAL and LI) of delineated crows, which negatively affected the feature extraction. The PPC-based
delineation method (LI) is more sensitive to the cloud’s point density than CHM-based methods.

Based on our findings, we conclude that automatic ITCD methods may constitute a substitute
for the time-consuming manual tree crown delineation method for individual tree-based bark beetle
disturbance detection using the suggested methodology and high-density (>20 points/m2, 10 points/m2

minimum) photogrammetric PPC.
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Appendix A

Parameters of automatic delineation algorithms in the structure of R command finally used in
the study:

1. lastrees(pointcloud, dalponte2016(chm, seed_point_dataset, th_tree = 10, th_seed = 0.65, th_cr = 0.75,
max_cr = 14))

2. lastrees(pointcloud, mcwatershed(chm, seed_point_dataset, th_tree = 10))
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3. lastrees(pointcloud, li2012(dt1 = 1.5, dt2 = 4, R = 0, Zu = 27, hmin = 10, speed_up = 3.5))

Appendix B

Table A1. Investigation of the disturbance class separability using extracted spectral feature statistics
from BUFFER crows within las02. The table shows a post-hoc multiple comparison test after
Kruskal–Wallis test.

Multiple Comparisons NDRE NDVI ENDVI

pine-sbbd F F F
pine-sbbg T F T

pine-sh T T T
sbbd-sbbg T T T

sbbd-sh T T T
sbbg-sh F T T
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